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Introduction 
 
After several customer visits, where I had to routinely call Rajini and Pradeep to ask for various 
undocumented details, I felt it was past time to write a document that described the nitty-gritty 
details of the Rogue AP functionality of ArubaOS.  I encourage you to read this before contacting 
support or engineering with any issue. It includes descriptions of and ways to avoid common 
pitfalls. Detailed comments were incorporated from Rajini Balay, Pradeep Iyer, and Ken Peredia. 
 
This document details how ArubaOS detects, classifies, and contains Rogue APs.  The 
information contained herein covers all releases up to and including 3.2.  (Please note that 
significant regressions appeared with 3.0.  These were completely fixed with 3.1.1.8.  Hence, I 
recommend that you use 3.1.1.8 (or any more recent 3.1 release) or 3.3 (or any later 3.x release).  
Please do not use 3.2.0.) 
 
Excluded from this document are details of the RF Protect product acquired with Network 
Chemistry. 
 
The first chapter describes detection, the second classification, and the third containment.  The 
fourth chapter lists various CLI commands that can be used to troubleshoot related issues. 
 
 

Detection 
 
Before we can classify an AP as a rogue and consequently contain it, we must detect the AP, 
detect any stations that associate to it, and detect the wired devices with which it attempts to 
communicate.  Detection is the key to all rogue AP functionality.  Most issues that I have run into 
are detection issues, not classification or containment issues, as they are most often reported. 
 
To detect wireless devices, both APs and AMs scan the air looking for new devices and keeping 
tabs on existing devices.  How APs and AMs scan is quite different. 
 
AMs always scan.  They scan every possible channel in order, even channels outside of the 
regulatory domain.  They scan each channel for one second.  This is not configurable.  This is 
long enough to easily see a one second periodic ping each time a channel is scanned.  (Most 
tests I have seen use pings.)  AMs will remain on a channel to contain a rogue AP for up to 32 
seconds. 
 
APs only scan if ARM scanning is enabled, and they scan less often since they must provide 
wireless access on their service channel.  How often they scan is configurable.   The Scan Time, 
Scan Interval, and Beacon Interval determine how often and for how long an AP scans non-
service channels.  (The Scan Time and Scan Interval can be found in the ARM profile.  The 
Beacon Interval is in the “rf dot11<x>-radio-profile.)  The AP will never scan for more than 0.8 
times the Beacon Interval to make sure it can transmit each beacon and perform other necessary 
actions.  So, by default, an AP will never scan a channel for longer than 80 ms since the Beacon 
Interval is 100 ms by default.  An AP will scan the next channel only after providing access on the 
service channel for Scan Interval seconds.   
 
During testing, I recommend setting the Scan Time to 110 ms (the default) and the Beacon 
Interval to 140 ms, so that during each scan, the AP will detect all APs that have the default 100 
ms Beacon Interval.  (In the future any AP generated frame will be used to detect it, not just 
beacons.)  Since the AP will only stay on each channel for no more than 110 ms, it can be difficult 
to detect a station just pinging once a second.  Commonly I have to start 6 or 7 pings to increase 
the probability of detection.  I also recommend decreasing the Scan Interval to 1 sec.  This will 
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decrease the time it takes to detect APs and stations, increasing the responsiveness of the IDS 
system in general. 
 
However, when providing access, a 140 ms Beacon Interval might make some clients roam more 
frequently than with the default interval.  If you want to keep the Beacon Interval at 140 ms, 
please verify that the resident client devices function correctly with the non-default Beacon 
Interval first.  And a one second Scan Interval will decrease performance, noticeable during 
performance tests. 
 
Unlike AMs, APs only scan the channels within the regulatory domain.  This means that an AP 
will never detect a wireless device (eg, Rogue AP) that is operating on an illegal channel.  Since it 
is possible to carry APs across international borders and even configure an illegal channel on 
some, you should keep this in mind when deploying APs without any AMs.  This is scheduled to 
change, but has not made it into an official release to date.  (RFE 380) 
 
A single radio AP cannot detect APs and stations in the non-preferred band as well as in the 
preferred band.  The AP61 can reliably detect any station and AP when they are in any channel 
of the preferred band of the AP.  It has a difficult time detecting them when they are not.  This 
means a B/G only deployment of APs can fail to detect a rogue in A.  Even if we did detect a 
rogue in the non-preferred band, we would never contain it since multiband assignment does not 
work for the same reason we scan less effectively in the non-preferred band.  (BUG 23735)  So, 
in single-radio deployments please make sure there are enough APs in each band to cover the 
entire space. 
 
To correctly classify and contain rogue APs, each Aruba AP and AM must also see specific traffic 
on the wire.  So, in addition to the air, they scan the wire recording MAC addresses and looking 
for routers and gateways.   Gateways are used for classification.  They are the default gateways 
used by the APs.  Their MAC addresses are propagated by WMS to all of the APs in the RF 
vicinity.  Routers are detected by inspecting the TTL of received traffic.  If the TTL is 31, 63, 127, 
or 254, the sender is most likely a router.  Routers are possible wireless gateways (L3 APs).  
They have to be manually inspected by the user to determine if they are valid devices. 
 
Each AP/AM maintains a list of all APs, stations, gateways, and wired MAC addresses it can see.  
Each AP/AM also maintains a list of associations, ie, which stations are associated to which APs.  
The amount of information stored is capped and this information is aged out when the specific 
device is inactive for a configurable period of time. This allows the AP to conserve its memory 
and eventually stop any containment activities.  There are CLI commands available to view this 
information per AP.  These commands are listed in the Troubleshooting section. 

 
 

Classification 
 
All wireless devices are classified as valid, interfering, known-interfering, suspect-unsecure, 
unsecure/rogue, or dos.   
 

1. Valid APs have bootstrapped with a local or master controller or have been manually 
marked as valid.  Valid stations have passed encrypted traffic with a valid AP.   

2. Interfering APs are APs that are not valid but have not been classified as rogues.  All 
non-valid stations are always classified as interfering 

3. Known-interfering APs have been manually classified as interfering.  They cannot be 
automatically classified as a rogue. 

4. Suspect-unsecure APs could be rogues, but we do not know for certain.  This 
classification first appeared in 3.1.  See below for details. 
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5. A rogue AP is an interfering AP that transmits frames from valid wired MAC addresses (if 
an L2 AP), or transmits beacons that are adjacent to a wired MAC addresses (if an L3 
AP). 

6. Any AP that has been manually contained is marked dos. 
 
There is no difference between APs and AMs with respect to classification. 
 
To correctly classify an AP as a rogue, an Aruba AP must be able to both hear the AP and be a 
member of its wired broadcast domain, ie, VLAN.  If there are many VLANs in the area, all of 
these VLANs should be trunked to each Aruba AP. 
 
If the AP is a bridge (L2 AP, not a wireless router) the Aruba AP must also be able to hear any 
station that associates to the rogue AP.  We classify an AP as rogue if we see wired traffic from a 
gateway transmitted into the air to a station associated to the AP.  (However, routers with a 
common MAC address, eg, an HSRP MAC address, are ignored.  An option was added to 3.1.1.8 
to disable ignoring these MAC addresses, but please be mindful that nearby networks may also 
be using these MAC addresses.)  Gateway MAC addresses are propagated to all APs within 
earshot so that there is a better chance of classifying an AP as rogue.   
 
For a wireless router (L3 APs or NAT APs), we currently can only classify it if its wired (WAN) 
MAC address is adjacent to (off by one from) its WLAN MAC address (BSSID).  This is enabled 
via “wms ap-policy adj-mac-classification.”  Bug 23734 has been filed since I have seen at least 
one wireless router with completely different MAC addresses for its WAN and WLAN interfaces, 
even a different OUI.  And I have been able to change the WAN MAC address on many wireless 
routers.  We do not triangulate or attempt to pass traffic through it.  Usually, DHCP or ARP 
requests are used to discover the WAN MAC address. 
 
To reduce false positives, we introduced a suspect-unsecure classification with 3.1. Instead of a 
black or white rogue classification, a numeric probability was added to each classification.  Now, 
we might decide that there is a 50% chance that an AP is a rogue.  Classification methods that 
have a higher probability of producing false positives now cause an AP to be marked as 
suspected-rogue instead of a rogue. That way, when rogue-containment is enabled, we will DOS 
only APs that we are sure are rogues. (Please note that we have added a suspect-rogue-
containment feature in 3.1.1.8.) When an AP is first classified as a suspected rogue, the 
confidence level is set to 50%. If another AP also causes a classification for suspected rogue, we 
bump it up by 5%.  The max it can go to is 95%.  An AP will be classified as suspect-unsecure if 
one of the following is seen: 
 

1. A wired MAC address (not a gateway MAC address) is the source MAC of a frame 
transmitted from the AP. 

2. The AP is classified as a rogue through Overlay Classification.  Overlay Classification is 
classification through valid/rogue APs. We will essentially use the wired-mac table of 
other valid and rogue APs as equivalents of the wired MACs that we see on our network. 
When this match is triggered, we make a note of the AP that helped in this process, and 
this info will be displayed as the Helper-AP.  Overlay classification is disable by default 
(wms ap-policy overlay-classification) 

 
Classification can fail if the Aruba AP fails to receive any wired traffic from the rogue AP or 
gateways.  During testing, please make sure the Aruba AP is up and functioning before plugging 
the rogue AP into a VLAN that the Aruba AP shares. 
 
Once an Aruba AP has classified another AP, the controller is notified which pushes the 
classification to the other APs.  For example, assume three Aruba APs can hear an interfering 
AP.  One of them can see the wired traffic and classifies the AP as a rogue.  This AP notifies the 
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controller, which pushes the rogue classification to the other two APs, so that they will also 
attempt to contain it. 
 
 

Containment 
 
There are two ways we contain rogue APs.  One is in the air using deaths.  The second is on the 
wire using ARP poisoning.  You are encouraged to enable both to increase the odds that the 
rogue AP will in fact be successfully contained.  They can be enabled separately if desired. 
 
 
Wireless Containment 
 
Most containment is done through the air.  When an AP is classified as a rogue, Aruba APs/AMs 
that can hear the AP will send wireless deaths to the AP and any associated stations.  
Specifically, the Aruba AP/AM will send a deauth to the AP on behalf of each station, and a death 
to each station on behalf of the rogue AP.  The deauth frames are sent in response to data and a 
subset of management frames that we see between the AP and the client. The specific 
management frames are auth, assoc-req, assoc-resp, reassoc-req. 
 
AP and AM contain differently since they scan differently.  If the rogue-AP-aware ARM option is 
disabled, an AP will only contain a rogue when it scans the channel that the rogue is on.  If the 
option is enabled, the AP will switch to the channel that the rogue is on and contain by continually 
sending deaths.   The ARM option assignment must be enabled.   (Please be warned that the 
ARM options client-aware, voice-aware, and ps-aware have priority over rogue-AP-aware.  If 
scanning is paused for them, the AP will not switch channels to the rogue’s channel is on in order 
to contain it.)  Also, if a rogue AP is already on the channel the AP is on, the AP will not switch to 
another channel where another rogue might reside. 
 
An AM will only contain when it scans the channel that the rogue is on.  However, with 3.1.1.7 the 
AM will continually scan the rogue channel every other channel, making containment more 
effective.  If there are two rogues, on different channels, both channels will be scanned between 
each successive channel.  However, a rogue channel will only be “hyper” scanned 15 times 
before the AM resumes its normal scan.  If the rogue remains, the hyper scanning will resume 
again. 
 
However a single radio AP (AP61 or AP60), not AM, will not contain a rogue that is not in the 
preferred band of the AP.  Multiband assignment does not work due to hardware limitations. 
 
Finally, wireless containment only works when the rogue AP is servicing a channel within the 
Aruba’s regulatory domain.  It is illegal to send wireless frames on channels outside the 
regulatory domain.   Wired containment must be used to contain rogues outside the regulatory 
domain. 
 
 
Wired Containment 
 
For wired containment we only attempt to contain the station associated to the rogue AP.  This 
means that wired containment can only be used to contain L2 rogues.  It cannot contain L3 rogue 
APs, and consequently, wired containment is not a viable solution to contain rogues that use 
channels outside the regulatory domain.  This is an important point since it is easy to carry an AP 
between countries, and it is even possible to configure an illegal channel on many consumer APs. 
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We contain each IP address (AP or station) by ARP poisoning every second.  Specifically, we 
send an ARP request for the APs default GW from the IP address being contained, and we even 
send the ARP response on behalf of the default GW.  All relevant MAC addresses are locally 
administered so that the traffic will get dropped.  This exchange attempts to fool both the device 
being contained and the default gateway.   It is a clever MITM attack. 
  
However, there is one issue.  We always perform the MITM attack using the default GW of the 
Aruba AP.  If the Aruba AP is trunked to be able to detect rogues on multiple VLANs, the MITM 
attack will fail on the tagged VLANs.  Also, the rogue AP might be using another GW or be a 
member of another subnet within the native VLAN of the AP.  A proposal is to snoop all ARP 
requests from the rogue device and perform the MITM attack on each conversation.  (Bug 23736) 
  
  

Troubleshooting 
 
This section describes the various CLI commands that can be used to troubleshoot our rogue AP 
functionality.  Both 2.x and 3.x commands are listed. 
 
The two most useful commands follow.  They display the APs and stations per AP that have been 
classified. 
 
(3.x) # show ap monitor ap-list                    (2.x) # show am ap-list 
 
Monitored AP Table 

------------------ 

bssid              essid             chan  ap-type      phy-type  dos      mt      it  

load-balance  nstas  avg-rssi  curr-rssi  wired-macs 

-----              -----             ----  -------      --------  ---      --      --  --

----------  -----  --------  ---------  ---------- 

00:0b:86:e8:0d:30  taylor-wpa        149   valid        80211a    disable  385575  0   

disable       0      30        30         0 

00:0b:86:e8:0d:20  taylor-wpa        8     valid        80211g    disable  385575  0   

disable       0      30        30         0 

00:0b:86:a1:be:61  guest             149   interfering  80211a    disable  120512  0   

disable       0      22        23         0 

00:0b:86:a1:be:62  ethersphere-wpa2  149   interfering  80211a    disable  46525   0   

disable       1      22        18         5 

00:0b:86:a4:dd:f1  guest             149   interfering  80211a    disable  11294   0   

disable       0      6         6          0 

00:0b:86:c6:d7:50  guest             149   interfering  80211a    disable  11167   0   

disable       0      6         6          0 

00:0b:86:b0:06:f0  Polycephaly       149   interfering  80211a    disable  9137    0   

disable       0      18        18         0 

00:0b:86:c4:ce:f0  guest             149   interfering  80211a    disable  5417    0   

disable       0      9         9          0 

00:0b:86:a4:dd:f2  ethersphere-wpa2  149   interfering  80211a    disable  3990    0   

disable       0      6         6          0 

00:0b:86:dd:2d:d0  rcsap_wpa         149   interfering  80211a    disable  3077    0   

disable       0      7         8          0 

00:0b:86:ce:0e:f1  guest             149   interfering  80211a    disable  2216    0   

disable       0      19        18         0 

00:0b:86:ce:0e:f2  ethersphere-wpa2  149   interfering  80211a    disable  2179    0   

disable       1      19        19         2 

00:0b:86:c4:ce:f1  ethersphere-wpa2  149   interfering  80211a    disable  533     0   

disable       0      8         9          0 

00:0b:86:c6:d7:51  ethersphere-wpa2  149   interfering  80211a    disable  317     0   

disable       0      6         6          2 

Start:0 

Length:14 

Total:14 
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“show wms ap|ap-list” will display the information from all APs, but only works well if there are few 
APs using the controller.  Else it can truncate the true list. 
 
 
(3.x) # show ap monitor client-list                   (2.x) # show am sta-list 
 
Monitored Client Table 

---------------------- 

mac                bssid              essid             channel  sta-type     auth  phy-

type  mt    it 

---                -----              -----             -------  --------     ----  -----

---  --    -- 

00:05:4e:42:87:f0  00:0b:86:a1:be:62  ethersphere-wpa2  149      interfering  yes   

80211a    2212  35 

Start:0 

Length:1 

Total:1 

 

“mt” stands for monitored time, and “it” stands for idle time. 
  

“show wms client|sta-list” will display the same for all APs. 
 
The next two commands can be used to troubleshoot why an AP or station does not appear in the 
previous commands.  These list APs and stations that have not been classified. 
 
 
(3.x) # show ap monitor pot-ap-list           (2.x) # show am pot-ap-list 
 
Potential AP Table 

------------------ 

bssid              channel  phy     num-beacons  tot-beacons  mt  at  ibss     rssi 

-----              -------  ---     -----------  -----------  --  --  ----     ---- 

00:0b:86:c3:86:43  11       80211b  154          9            0   0   disable  4 

00:0b:86:dd:28:00  11       80211b  183          9            0   0   disable  5 

00:0b:86:a0:cd:c0  11       80211b  135          9            0   0   disable  13 

00:0b:86:c0:01:21  11       80211b  243          9            0   0   disable  21 

00:0b:86:8b:20:60  11       80211b  183          9            0   0   disable  8 

00:0b:86:89:03:40  11       80211b  55           9            0   0   disable  11 

00:0b:86:e7:0b:a0  11       80211b  70           9            0   0   disable  5 

00:0b:86:8c:fd:00  11       80211b  10           9            0   0   disable  6 

00:0b:86:c2:c6:01  6        80211b  250          9            0   0   disable  12 

00:0b:86:a1:12:50  11       80211b  153          1            0   0   disable  17 

00:0b:86:a2:b3:30  11       80211b  242          9            0   0   disable  1 

00:0b:86:a2:b3:31  11       80211b  181          9            0   0   disable  5 

de:d1:1b:8c:b3:20  10       80211b  12           9            0   0   enable   24 

00:0b:86:e7:db:a0  6        80211b  9            9            0   0   disable  7 

 
An AP stays on the potential list until we see beacons at a rate expected from the configured 
beacon-interval. 
 
 
(3.x) # show ap monitor pot-client-list     (2.x)# show am pot-sta-list 
 
Potential Client Table 

---------------------- 

mac                last-bssid         from-bssid         to-bssid           mt   it 

---                ----------         ----------         --------           --   -- 

00:11:95:c2:29:b4  00:0b:86:e8:0d:20  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  81   21 

00:14:a5:30:c2:bd  00:0b:86:e8:0d:20  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  231  27 

00:04:e2:63:37:57  00:0b:86:e8:0d:20  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  67   11 

00:40:96:b3:82:72  00:0b:86:e8:0d:20  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  207  112 

00:14:a4:34:c9:ce  00:0b:86:a4:dd:f2  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  181  5 

00:12:17:6c:36:c9  00:0b:86:e8:0d:20  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  207  0 

00:13:e8:b6:d0:c1  00:0b:86:c6:d7:50  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  121  41 
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00:13:02:42:e6:fb  00:0b:86:e8:0d:20  00:00:00:00:00:00  00:00:00:00:00:00  213  34 

 

A station will appear on the potential list if traffic from it to the BSS or to it from the BSS has not 
been seen.  An Aruba AP must seen traffic in both directions before it can classify a station.  Also, 
the AP the station is associated to must also have been classified. 
 
The next command displays all of the wired MAC addresses the AP/AM has seen.  This 
command is useful to troubleshoot classification.  The MAC address of any station associated to 
an L2 AP or the MAC address of the L3 AP should appear in this table to correctly classify an AP 
as a rogue.  For L2 APs, the station MAC should also appear in the output for the AP BSSID. 
 
(3.x) # show ap monitor wired-mac ap-name <name> enet-mac|ap-bssid <mac> 
(2.x) # show am wired-mac <ipaddr> <mac> 
 
Wired MAC Table 

--------------- 

mac  ip  age 

---  --  --- 

 

Wired MAC Table: Gateway MACs 

------------------------------ 

mac                ip  age 

---                --  --- 

00:60:cf:43:9e:90  -   46m:29s 

00:0b:86:01:3e:80  -   46m:29s 

 

Config Wired MAC Table 

----------------------- 

mac 

--- 

 
The Aruba AP’s enet-mac can be determined using the commands: 
 
(3.x) # show ap monitor wired-mac            (2.x)# show am status 
 
The next commands displays all of the routers than an AP/AM has detected. 
 
(3.x) #show ap monitor routers                   (2.x) # show am wired-mac 
 

 

Wired Routers 

-------------- 

mac  ip  age 

---  --  --- 

 

To see why an AP was classified as a rogue, use the following command. 
 
(3.x) # show wms rogue-ap <bssid>         (2.x) # show wms rogue-ap <bssid> 
 
Exact match types include: 
 

1. GW-Wired-MAC: L2 AP: Source MAC of frame transmitted by AP matched a gateway 
MAC.   

2. Eth-Wired-MAC: Source MAC matches a non-gateway MAC.  Or BSSID and WAN MAC 
addresses are adjacent (+/- 1).  This latter will be renamed BSSID in the future. 

3. AP-Wired-MAC: Source MAC transmitted from AP matched a source MAC transmitted by 
a valid AP. 

4. Config-Wired-MAC: Source MAC of frame transmitted by AP matched configured MAC. 
5. External-Wired-MAC: Source MAC matches rap-wml MAC address. 
6. Base-BSSID: A virtual AP of a base BSSID which was marked rogue. 
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7. Manual: A user marked the AP as rogue. 
8. EMS: Classified by MMS. 
9. Unknown: WMS database contained classification. 

 
To troubleshoot scanning and to see how often and what channels are being scanned, the 
following command should be used. 
 
(3.x) #show ap arm scan-times                  (2.x) # show am scan-times 
 
Channel Scan Time 

----------------- 

channel  assign-time  number-of-scans  number-dos-scans  flags  timer-tick 

-------  -----------  ---------------  ----------------  -----  ---------- 

36       0            1                0                 DVAC   2226923 

40       0            1                0                 DVAC   2226933 

44       0            1                0                 DVC    2226943 

48       0            1                0                 DVAC   2226953 

149      439236       0                0                 DVAC   2226956 

153      0            1                0                 DVAC   2226883 

157      0            1                0                 DVAC   2226893 

161      0            1                0                 DVAC   2226903 

165      0            1                0                 DVAC   2226913 

1        0            1                0                 DVAC   2226914 

2        0            1                0                 DC     2226924 

3        0            1                0                 DC     2226934 

4        0            1                0                 DC     2226944 

5        0            1                0                 DAC    2226954 

6        0            0                0                 DVAC   0 

7        0            0                0                 DAC    0 

8        439236       0                0                 DAC    2226956 

9        0            1                0                 DC     2226884 

10       0            1                0                 DAC    2226894 

11       0            1                0                 DVAC   2226904 

D: Default, V: Valid, A: AP Present, C: Reg Domain Channel, O: DOS Channel 

WIF Scan Time 

------------- 

channel  last-scan-channel  current-scan-channel  last-dos-channel 

-------  -----------------  --------------------  ---------------- 

149      48/2226953         0                     0 

8        5/2226954          0                     0 

 

 
The ‘O” flag shows that an AP/AM is containing a rogue on that channel. 
 
To make sure that the WLAN driver is not rejecting a scan request from the IDS process, the 
following command should be used. 
 
(3.x ) #  show ap debug radio-stats ap-name <name> radio 0|1 advanced | include Scan 
 
Scan Requests        36 

Scan Rejects         0 

Scan Success         36 

ARM Scan Frames      686 

 
Radio 0 is the 802.11a radio.  Radio 1 is the 802.11b/g radio. 
  
(2.5) # show ap detailed-radio-stats | include scan 
 
ARM_scan_requests          3333             3333 

ARM_scan_success           3333             3333 

ARM_scan_rejects           0                0 
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To see what wireless deauth are active use the following command 
 
(3.x ) #show ap monitor active-laser-beams         (2.x) show am active-laser-beams 
 
Active Laser Beam Sources 

------------------------- 

bssid              channel  rssi  ap name  lms ip     master ip  inactive time 

-----              -------  ----  -------  ------     ---------  ------------- 

00:0b:86:a1:f5:40  6        23    1.1.55   10.1.1.90  10.1.1.1   0  

 
When an AP sends deauth frames for containment, it sends information in the frames that can be 
parsed by other Aruba APs in the vicinity.  This information is used to populate the list. 


